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ABSTRACT An extension of the control equations discussed by Goodwin is pro-
posed which allows for arbitrary strong coupling and for arbitrary parallel coupling
of metabolic pools and genetic loci. It is demonstrated that these generalized control
equations can be put into canonical form and further that Liouville's theorem ap-
plies. In addition, it is demonstrated that after a suitable canonical transformation
the resulting partition function can be solved in closed form, and this result, as well
as that for the mean energy, is exhibited. Some remarks appropriate to additional
extensions are presented.
INTRODUCTION
The fundamental interest in this problem arises from the important and suggestive
advances made by Goodwin concerning the ensemble theory for certain uncoupled or
weakly-coupled, nonlinear control loops (1). The motivation is to provide a sta-
tistical theory for cellular physiology: that is, events in space and time charac-
teristic of a viable cell (or cell population) from the dynamics of biochemical con-
trol loops involving genetic loci, transcription and translation events, metabolic
activity and a feedback to the primary locus as well as to others, either directly at the
site or indirectly through the coupling of metabolic pools.
In his pioneering investigations Goodwin studied an especially favorable case, the
dynamics of which is contained in the equations
dXi b[Q 1] ( 1.1 )
dY- ai[Xi=- pi]. (i = 1,2, ... , N) (1.2)
These equations represent the case where a genetic locus Li, a ribosome Ri, and
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a cellular locus Ci are connected by an amount Xi of messenger RNA, an amount
Yi of protein, a metabolite Mi, and a feedback upon Li either through Mi alone or
in conjunction with some suitable aporepressor.
The meaning and significance of the symbols appearing in equations 1.1 and 1.2
can easily be described. For example, the time rate of change of protein is determined
by its rate of formation from messenger and its subsequent loss to events at an ap-
propriate celllular locus. Thus ai represents a specific rate constant for protein synthe-
sis and the product aipi describes the degradation, here taken as constant. (The
units employed in these and subsequent equations will be molecules per cell-an
anology to the conventional number density of traditional statistical mechanics.) It
should be noted that the quantity ai contains implicitly a good deal of information
concerning the conditions for template synthesis of protein, none of which are evi-
dent in this description.
The equation suitable for messenger RNA (mRNA) is slightly less obvious. The
constants now characterize the interaction of both repressor and activated precursor
with the template, as well as information pertinent to the feedback signal at the
genetic locus. Thus the constants bi, Qi, Ai, and ki represent possibly complicated
dynamic events. The study of these events is not the primary purpose of this paper,
however, and we defer further comment to later publications.
In Fig. 1 we exhibit the now well-known diagrammatic representation for the
system of equations described above.
Goodwin has also considered several other schemes for coupling such elementary
loops together, either directly through repression by metabolite or indirectly through
the coupling of a sequence of metabolic pools. These cases have been described as
"strong" and "parallel" coupling. Typical diagrams are shown in Fig. 2. Calcula-
tions, however, were limited to systems of two species, and no general results were
obtained.
It is the primary purpose of this paper to define a generalization of the dynamics to
arbitrary strong and arbitrary parallel couplings, and to show that the resulting en-
semble can be solved in the general case without any restrictions deriving from the
integrability conditions.
We shall first define the model, then show that it satisfies Liouville's theorem, and
finally evaluate the partition function and one "thermodynamic" function, the mean
energy. We conclude with a few remarks pertinent to additional investigations.
Mi
FIGURE 1 Diagrammatic representation of the simplest unit control loop. Quantities Xi of mRNA
are formed at locus Li, determine quantities Yi of protein at ribosome Ri, which in turn act at a cell-
ular locus Ci to facilitate formation of metabolite Mi a part of which acts to repress the signal at Li.
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(a)
(b) ./ FIGURE 2 Two additional examples of
.2 more complex control loops; (a) direct
repression by adjacent metabolites; (b)
m{s<n-l parallel sequential coupling in which
Xn Y
n Mn metabolite M. acts directly at an initial
Mn
/ site to which it is coupled through a se-
quence of metabolic pools.
DEFINITION OF THE MODEL
Each diagram representing a possible control sequence of n loops can be considered
as a directed graph of 3n points. Each point in the graph is an articulation or cutting
point, in the sense that its removal along with its inputs and outputs renders the re-
maining figure unconnected.
The enumeration and exhibition of the set of all such graphs for arbitrary general
cases is a very complicated process and it is easier for us to go directly to a mathe-
matical generalization of equations 1.1 and 1.2.
Consider the following:
dXi - bi + ( E ArKrs 'Ksi/Bs + EI KstYt) (i = 1, 2, ... , N) (2.1)
dt r e t
dt = CijXj-dC, (2.2)
where Krs- is the inverse of a matrix element representing all possible couplings
through genetic loci and Cij is the corresponding matrix element for parallel coupling.
It is clear that if we choose
Kij = Oijki, Cij = bijai, (2.3)
then equations 2.1 and 2.2 reduce to the elementary case cited earlier. In these condi-
tions bij represents the familiar Kronecker delta.
For the present we shall assume ((Cij)) to be symmetric, and note that the system
of equations 2.1 and 2.2 incorporates the possibility that in parallel coupling a par-
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ticular metabolite may influence not only a single locus, but all or some of a sequence,
and that the sense of this sequence is not specified.
We will now show that these equations of motion can be derived from a function
G(X1, X2, *--, XN; Y1, Y2, *-*, YN)-to be abbreviated as G(X, Y)-which
plays the role of a generalized hamiltonian, and that equations 2.1 and 2.2 are in
fact the canonical equations of motion. The function G (X, Y) is conserved, and so
reflects the time translation invariance of the system.
For convenience we introduce the following notation.
A vector will be written in boldface of the same letter as represents its components.
Thus IT represents the transpose of a vector x, and given that x and y are column
vectors, then
N
xiyi = XTY.
i=l
A matrix will be written with a bar above the same letter as represents its compo-
nents, and given the vectors x and y and the matrix A, then
N N
E xiAijyj = rTAy.i=l j=l
The function G (x, y) we construct as follows:
N N I N N
G(x,y)-E E Xi Cii xj + Z biyi- di xi
P-i j=1 2 i-i
N N
- E Aj Kji-7 ln (Bi + Kil yi), (2.41)i=1 j=l l
or in more compact notation,
G(x, y) = Y2XTCx + bTy - ATK-1 In (B + Ry) -dTx. (2.5)
Differentiation of G yields the equations of motion in a straightforward manner.
Observe that
OG 1
= - E E {Iai Cij xi + xi Cij j}i di bi-clx, 2 i i
or
a = I{ZCl xi+ xic} -di. (2.6)
But by choice C is symmetric and the two sums condense to give
oGG = EClmxm - di, (2.7)
atx m
and comparison with equation 2.2 reveals that
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G
=Y1. (2.8)
The same procedure can be employed for xl and the steps are given below without
further remarks.
G- = Z bi61i - E E AjKji ( Kir6rl)/(Bi + E Kiryr),yi i i i r r
aG
= bK- E E AjKji7Ki1/(B1 + E Kiryr),Oy b i J r
therefore,
c=-l . (2.9)
cy1
Equations 2.8 and 2.9 represent the canonical equations of motion for the system
whose conservative hamiltonian is given by equation 2.5.
LIOUVILLE'S THEOREM
The use of ensemble theory to discuss the statistical behavior of ecological nets was
pioneered by Kerner (2-5). To a large extent this work, and that of Goodwin as
well, derives from Kerner's analysis of the statistical mechanics appropriate to the
equations suggested by Volterra for population dynamics. A necessary part of this
procedure is a demonstration that the volume in phase is conserved, that is, that
Liouville's Theorem is satisfied.
We define a 2N dimensional vector
v 1 (3.1)
LYN
and the matrix
0 -l10 o0'
0-101 o
L- (3.2)
I, -0
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In this notation the equations of motion become
vr= rrs aG (3.3)
and since G neither contains time explicitly nor depends on time (as insured by the
canonical equations), then to satisfy Liouville's theorem we require that
_r =
. ( 3.4 )
0Vr
Thus
0Vr rr0 1,
CVr a0Vr GIVJ
0Vr= Prs02
OVr OVr av8'
and
0vr 2 0 0G _ a2 ) (35)
aVr r=1 \Vr+i 0Vr 0Vr CVr+l
We conclude that the condition expressed in equation 3.4 is satisfied since each term
in equation 3.5 is identically zero.
This result insures that the model expressed by equations 2.1 and 2.2 can be treated
by the methods of ensemble theory. In order to compute quantities of interest, how-
ever, it is necessary first to find the normalization constant for this ensemble, that is,
to compute the partition function. For typical cases of interest in physics the hamil-
tonian function can be written as
2N
G (vi, ***,V2N) = Gi(vi), (3.6)
but inspection of equation 2.5 reveals a more complicated form for G, and as a re-
sult integrations over phase of a quantity such as exp (-,BG), where j3 is some con-
stant, cannot be treated by a simple product decomposition. Nevertheless, in the next
section it will be shown that the partition function, Z, can be written down explicitly
after a suitable canonical transformation has been applied to G.
EVALUATION OF THE PARTITION FUNCTION
First consider a canonical transformation on G which separates the variables x and
y, but retains the equations of motion. This is clearly a desirable step since it greatly
facilitates evaluation of the partition function
Z = f f dx dy exp [-,jG(x, y)]. (4.1)
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For convenience we adopt a relabeling of the coordinates. Let us define a vector
and matrix by analogy to equations 3.1 and 3.2 as follows:
XI
X2XN , [+ ] (4.2)
_YN
then the equations of motion can be written as
= r (t)aG (4.3)
Now if we are given a coordinate transformation un, the condition that this
transformation be canonical is for the matrix
Maow e x (4.4)
to satisfy the expression
MT',M=r, (4.5)
Choose the transformation
Hi
n =- _N | + [--:---o |e (4.6)
Bi ~ K'
BN
where Ki and Bi are the coefficients contained in dynamical equations, and the vector
H is arbitrary.
The inverse transformation is given by
KO LBJ) (4.7)
so that the matrix M is given as
M_ _0= K 01
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It then follows that
MTj7M = [o K-1] [KT 01T'
=[° -~]=
demonstrating that the chosen transformation is canonical.
The notation can now be made more compact by employing the convenience
n = [Y1,
which permits the transformation to be written as
x = H + K-'x X= x = Kr(x - H)
y = B + Ky y = K-'(y - B)
and the transformed hamiltonian to take the form
G(x,y) = 12(XT WHr)KCKJT(x - H) + bTK-J(y - B)
- dTKrT(x-H) -ATE-7 Iny, (4.8)
which is to be compared with equation 2.5. Note well the distinction between x and
x and between y and y.
From the form of equation 4.8 it is clear that the partition function can be written
as
z ... dxi ... dXN exp [_,IY2 (e HT)K C RT(x-H)
- dTKT(x - H)1I X f fdy. dyNexp [-fl{bTKT(y- B)
- ATKT 1 In yfl, (4.9)
or Z = Z4Z.-
The choice of limits on these integrals is somewhat arbitrary, but for simplicity we
have chosen (0, oo ). Goodwin used a non-zero lower limit and the difference in re-
sults will be indicated in the derivation which follows. It is clear, however, that both
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(0, oo ) and (p s 0, oo ) are oversimplifications ofthe physical situation, and a method
for rectifying this shortcoming will be developed in a subsequent paper.
A final transformation is necessary for the complete separation of Z.. The phase
space is unaffected by a rotation Q, and since KCKr is symmetric, then it can be
diagonalized by a rotation matrix, i.e., since CT = C, then
(KCKT)T = (KCTKT) = (KCKr).
Consider a diagonal matrix A given by
A-KCKTT (4.10)
and let
f2-Qx, (4.11)
then
dx = (det Q) dw = dw
and
xTrTnKCK'1rTf2x = (JTj = C,2Xi
The partition function Z2 can therefore be expressed successively as
ZI = f ... f dx exp [--e{ 2 XTKCKTX- xTKCKTH
+ 12 HTKCKrH - dTKTx + dTKTH}],
zx = fi f dw exp [-#1{,12 WTAw - wTnRCKTH
+ /2 HTKCKrH - dTKTn(j + dTKTH}],
and
N
z= II dcoi exp [-{h2 Xi Wi - Wi [Qij kji Cim KmnTHn
+ Qij Kji dill] X exp [- O3{2 HTKCKTH + dTKCrHI.
Next we recall that the vector H was unspecified and can therefore so be chosen
that terms linear in wi vanish. In particular,
CKrH + d = 0
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or
H = -KRrC'1d,
and upon evaluating the terms in the second exponential we find that
HRORTH = dTC-'R7lKCrf,CTCd = dTC-'d
and
dTRH = -dTTKfCr. ld = -dTF'd.
Thus Z. can be written as
Z2= II (2)) exp [dTC-d]
or finally
F,~ 1 /\ N/2Zx = exp LT dTO-ld14 (det X)-1/2. (4.12)
Readers already familiar with the work of Goodwin will recognize that equation
4.12 is the generalization of the result presented in Goodwin's book (1) asequation
34. Apart from the generalization, the principal difference between the two results is
the fact that our choice of a zero lower bound eliminates the need for the error func-
tion. Had we picked a nonzero lower bound our result would have contained a cor-
responding error function.
The evaluation of 4 proceeds along similar lines, and we will present below the
steps involved without additional comment.
zv =j1 dyi exp [{bTIlB + bj K,il yi-Aj K,illn yi],
= exp [j3bTKT'B] X f dyi exp [b-{bjK,i'yi}] X exp [I{Aj KjiT1 ln yiv]
Let
1= 3(E bj Kji-')y
so that
d Yi = 4 bj Kji-1),
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then
Z = e[ibTK7'B] *f d2e ;(AkK%[1 X (bj Kj11)] -(AkKki)
Ybj K-)j
Define
=i= 1 + E3:j (AkKji7'),
k
then
Zvi =:exp [ KbTRB]f dti e-ti'iji-Z1/j (i3bj K-')'Ji
or
= exp [flbTf-B'BI
i (,B~.b K,il')Jii
so that, finally, the y-component of the partition function becomes
Z4 = exp [bTK7 B]li r (Ji) (, E bjKj -')-ji (4.13)
i i
Once again we may compare this result to the corresponding one in Goodwin (1),
viz. equation 35, and we remark that had we chosen a finite lower bound, then 4
would contain the incomplete gamma function instead of the ordinary gamma func-
tion as above.
To illustrate the use of Z for the calculation of "talandic" properties of the system,
we pick the quantity which in this case plays the role of the energy, namely the mean
value of G.
It is clear on very general grounds that (G) is given by
(G)= -dBln Z
and the differentiation of In Z is without complications. The result is
(G)= -N {I2 dT C- d + bTKBI + 3/2 N
+ ln 13X Z AkK-' + Z Z AkK-(In Zbj KJi1 + 1)i k i k
-ZZ E AkK-i' ( I + ,1E AkKki) (4.14)
i k k
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where I represents the logarithmic derivative of the gamma function, the so-called
"digamma function".
The dependence of (G) on ,, that is, of energy on temperature, is seen to be far
richer in this case than the more traditional dynamics of statistical mechanics. In ad-
dition to the expected term in ,8', there are terms in Po, In ,3 and the implicit depend-
ence in I. The interpretation of this structure is a formidable problem in cellular
physiology and has at its roots the appropriateness of the model chosen for the strong
interactions.
Additional quantities of thermodynamic interest can be calculated and compared
with the more restricted case described by Goodwin, but there does not seem to be
any advantage in exhibiting these relations here. Suffice it to say, that in each case the
generalization is without complication and reveals in a natural manner the extension
accomplished.
ADDITIONAL REMARKS
The implications of this extension seem reasonably clear and our attention has be-
come focused on a class of problems deriving directly from it. We shall report here
only briefly on two further and forthcoming developments.
The time scale of interest in this work is that of the epigenetic system. It has seemed
reasonable, therefore, to consider the situation where a given set of rate constants
(e.g. Kij or Ai) is of comparable value and then to characterize these constants by a
distribution with a mean value and some appropriate fluctuation. This leads to a re-
duction from N numbers to two for any given set, and greatly simplifies attempts to
connect the predictions of such a theory with experiment.
A second extension of the theory is concerned with the infinite limits of integration
in the evaluation of the partition function. Clearly, arbitrary and unrestricted
amounts of chemical species from a fixed minimum to infinity can not be physically
justified within the context of a finite cell. We have adopted, therefore, a technique
developed in statistical mechanics and employed, for example, in connection with
what is there called the "spherical model". We introduce, analytically, the restriction
that the sum of all molecules of all species be equal to some large fixed number, N in
this case. The resulting partition function then represents a situation which more
closely conforms to the biological situation of a finite cell with finite limits to the
population of functional biopolymers.
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